The optical dielectric function for polyacetylene has been calculated in the random-phase approxiInation. Local-field corrections are included. The optical-absorption coefficient obtained is in good agreement with experimental data. The contributions of interchain coupling and exchange interaction aie discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physical properties of quasi-one-dimensional organic semiconductors, of which polyacetylene (CH") is one of the most interesting examples, have been the subject of intensive study. By using a simple one-electron model, Su, Schrieffer, and Fig. 1 . We notice that there are two inequivalent sites (carbons) on each chain which we refer to as even-and odd-numbered sites. In the schematic crystal structure shown in Fig. 1 
where k~is the component of k in the plane perpendicular to the chain direction, and sj is the interchain structure factor
In terms of the site and chain indices, we can take the Bravais lattice to be the points R which specify the location of the even-numbered sites. The eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are of the form 1 (r~k, v, s)= ge'"' g U", (k)P"(r -R -va), N "p R where n =0 or 1 for the conduction-and valence-band states, respectively, and P (r -R -va) is the Wannier function associated with the site at R+va, and a is the displacement vector between the even and odd sites in the same unit cell. The wave functions U""(k) are easily found to depend only on k~~a ccording to the relation + g X(q, q+G,~)u(q+G)X(q+G, q,~),
G~o where X(q,~) is also related to [X(q+ G, q+G', co)]--, =X(q,co) by the relation
Thus, we obtain e "(q, co)=co[1 -u(q)X(q, ro)] .
(Note, this quantity is only meaningful in the~q~~0 limit. )
In terms of the Wannier functions of Eq. 
where N' ' is the polarization bubble of the form
and the exchange correction V" is given by V"-""~( q, co)= pe I d r d r'P", (r R~-R )P, , (r ' -R -)u(r r')P*,(r ')P, (r --R2) . First we treat the local-field corrections ignoring the exchange interactions. We will consider the exchange interactions later.
Because we are only interested in small wave vectors, the property of Eq. (16), and the condition The static value of e"pA is given by the expression ERpA(co
More explicitly, we have 
We shall now estimate the effects of exchange interaction V" in Eq. (12).
C. Exchange correction where W&(co) is given by Eq. (18) as By. making the same approximation leading to Eqs. (16) and (29), we find out V" of Eq. (15) to be
=5""5,, 5-u(R&+via -v&a) . 
